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Abstract
Given a set T of tasks, each of unit length and having an individual deadline d(t)∈ Z+,
a set of precedence constraints on T , and a positive integer k6 |T |, we can ask “Is there a
one-processor schedule for T that obeys the precedence constraints and contains no more than
k late tasks?” This is a well-known NP-complete problem.
We might also inquire “Is there a one-processor schedule for T that obeys the precedence
constraints and contains at least k tasks that are on time i.e. no more than |T | − k late tasks?”
Within the framework of classical complexity theory, these two questions are merely di9er-
ent instances of the same problem. Within the recently developed framework of parameterized
complexity theory, however, they give rise to two separate problems that may be studied inde-
pendently of one another.
We investigate these problems from the parameterized point of view. We show that, in the
general case, both these problems are hard for the parameterized complexity class W [1].
In contrast, in the case where the set of precedence constraints can be modelled by a partial
order of bounded width, we show that both these problems are %xed parameter tractable.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Scheduling to minimize tardy tasks is a well-known problem that has several related
variations. The majority of these are known to be NP-complete.
In this article we concentrate on the following scenario. We are given a set T
of tasks, each of unit length and having an individual deadline d(t)∈Z+, a set of
precedence constraints on T , and a positive integer k6|T |.
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We ask “Is there a one-processor schedule for T that obeys the precedence constraints
and contains no more than k late tasks?”
This problem is NP-complete even if the precedence constraints are modelled by
a partial order consisting only of chains, i.e. each task has at most one immediate
predecessor and at most one immediate successor. It can be solved in polynomial time
if k =0, or if the set of precedence constraints is empty. (see [7])
We also make the dual inquiry “Is there a one-processor schedule for T that obeys
the precedence constraints and contains at least k tasks that are on time i.e. no more
than |T | − k late tasks?”
We model the jobs and their precedence constraints as a Fnite ordered set, or partial
order. A schedule is a linear extension of this partial order.
A linear extension L=(; P) of a partial order (P;6) is a total ordering of the
elements of P in which a ≺ b in L whenever a¡b in P.
If (P;6) is a partial order, a subset X of P is a chain i9 any two distinct elements of
X are comparable, and an antichain i9 no two distinct elements of X are comparable.
By Dilworth’s theorem [4], the minimum number of chains that form a partition
of (P;6) is equal to the size of a maximum antichain. This number is the width of
(P;6), denoted w(P).
In this article, we show that, in the general case, each of the problems deFned by
the questions above is hard for the fundamental parameterized complexity class W [1].
This means that, for either problem, there does not exist a constant c, such that for all
Fxed k, the problem can be solved in time O(nc), unless an unlikely collapse occurs
at the lowest level of the W -hierarchy of parameterized complexity classes.
In contrast, in the case where the set of precedence constraints can be modelled by
a partial order of bounded width, we show that both problems are %xed parameter
tractable.
In the following section, we introduce the main concepts of parameterized complexity
theory, and deFne the parameterized complexity class W [1]. In Section 3, we show
that each of the problems, in the general case, is W [1]-hard. In Section 4, we show
that the restricted version of each problem is %xed parameter tractable.
2. Parameterized complexity
Many natural computational problems have input that consists of several elements
of information. It is natural to consider some of these elements as a parameter and
evaluate their relative contribution to the overall complexity of the problem. In many
practical applications of computational problems only a small set of parameter
values may be signiFcant. Often, the size of the parameter chosen is “very small”
in comparison with the size of the main part of the input.
A framework in which to study this complexity issue has been developed in [5,6].
In classical complexity, a decision problem is speciFed by two items of information:
the input to the problem, and the question to be answered. In parameterized complexity
there are three parts to a problem speciFcation: the input to the problem, the aspects
of the input that constitute the parameter, and the question.
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Denition 1 (Parameterized language). A parameterized language L is a subset L⊆
J∗×J∗. If L is a parameterized language and (x; y)∈L then we refer to x as the
“main part” and y as the “parameter”. Often y is an integer k and it usually does not
matter whether k is written in binary or unary.
In classical complexity, the notion of “good” behaviour is polynomial-time
solvability. In parameterized complexity, the notion of good is %xed-parameter tract-
ability.
Denition 2 (Fixed-parameter tractability). A parameterized problem L⊆J∗×J∗ is
Fxed-parameter tractable (or FPT), if there is an algorithm that correctly decides, for
input (x; y)∈J∗ × J∗, whether (x; y)∈L in time f(|y|)|x|O(1), where f :N→N is
allowed to be an arbitrary function.
As with classical complexity, where this “good” behaviour can be achieved, the
exponent in n is usually quite small.
However, there are many parameterized problems that apparently do not admit this
“good” behaviour. We are faced, however, with the situation where proving parametric
intractability for such problems would also settle the question P=NP? Since this is
probably the most important and longstanding question of complexity theory, we settle
instead for providing strong evidence of the likely intractability of such problems, under
the assumption that P 	=NP.
As with classical complexity, we can Fnd evidence for parametric intractability by
studying the appropriate notion of problem transformation.
Denition 3 (Parametric transformation). A parametric transformation from a para-
meterized language L to a parameterized language L′ is an algorithm that computes
from input consisting of a pair (x; k), a pair (x′; k ′) such that:
(1) (x; k)∈L if and only if (x′; k ′)∈L′,
(2) k ′ = g(k) is a function only of k, and
(3) the computation is accomplished in time f(k)nc, where n= |x|, c is a constant
independent of both n and k, and f is an arbitrary function.
The essential property of parametric transformations is that if L transforms to L′
and L′ ∈FPT , then L∈FPT . This leads naturally to a completeness program based
on a hierarchy of parameterized complexity classes, called the W -hierarchy, of the
form:
FPT ⊆ W [1] ⊆ W [2] ⊆ · · · ⊆ W [SAT ] ⊆ W [P] ⊆ AW [P] ⊆ XP:
The parameterized analogue of NP is W [1], and W [1]-hardness is the basic evidence
that a parameterized problem is likely not to be Fxed-parameter tractable. The k-STEP
HALTING PROBLEM FOR NON-DETERMINISTIC TURING MACHINES is W [1]-
complete [3]. Since the q(n)-STEP HALTING PROBLEM is essentially the deFning
problem for NP, the analogy is very strong.
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3. Parametric complexity of schedules to minimize tardy tasks
Within the framework of classical complexity theory, the following two questions
are just di9erent instances of the same NP-complete problem, but in parameterized
complexity they are notably di9erent. In the Frst case we ask for a schedule with no
more than k late tasks, in the second case we ask for a schedule with no more than
|T | − k late tasks.
k-LATE TASKS
• Instance: A set T of tasks, each of unit length and having an individual deadline
d(t)∈Z+; and a set (P;6) of precedence constraints on T .
• Parameter: A positive integer k6|T |.
• Question: Is there a one-processor schedule for T that obeys the precedence con-
straints and contains no more than k late tasks?
k-TASKS ON TIME
• Instance: A set T of tasks, each of unit length and having an individual deadline
d(t)∈Z+; and a set (P;6) of precedence constraints on T .
• Parameter: A positive integer k6|T |.
• Question: Is there a one-processor schedule for T that obeys the precedence con-
straints and contains at least k tasks that are on time?
From the parameterized complexity point of view we have two separate problems,
each with parameter k. It is true that T has a schedule with at least k tasks on time
i9 T has a schedule with at most |T | − k late tasks. This gives us a polynomial-time
reduction, transforming an instance (T; k) of k-TASKS ON TIME into an instance
(T; k ′) of k-LATE TASKS. However, this is not a parametric transformation, since
k ′ = |T | − k is not purely a function of k.
Indeed, while we show that both these problems are W [1]-hard, it is possible that
they inhabit quite separate regions of the W -hierarchy.
Our results rely on the following theorem from [2].
Theorem 4. k-CLIQUE is complete for the class W [1].
Here k-CLIQUE is deFned as follows:
• Instance: A graph G=(V; E).
• Parameter: A positive integer k.
• Question: Is there a set of k vertices V ′⊂V that forms a complete subgraph of G
(that is, a clique of size k)?
Theorem 5. k-LATE TASKS is W [1]-hard.
Proof. We transform from k-CLIQUE.
(G = (V; E); k)→ (T; (P;6); k ′) where k ′ = k(k − 1)=2 + k:
We set up T and (P;6) as follows:
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Fig. 1. Gadget for k-LATE TASKS transformation.
Fig. 2. Gadget for k-TASKS ON TIME transformation.
For each vertex v in V , T contains a task tv. For each edge e in E, T contains a
task se. The partial order relation constrains any edge task to be performed before the
2 vertex tasks corresponding to its endpoints. So we have a two-layered partial order
as shown below.
We set the deadline for edge tasks to be |E|−k(k−1)=2, the deadline for the vertex
tasks to be |E| − k(k − 1)=2 + (|V | − k). At most k(k − 1)=2 + k tasks can be late.
At least k(k − 1)=2 edge tasks will be late. The bound is only achieved if at most
k(k − 1)=2 tasks in the top row are late and they block at most k tasks in the bottom
row.
Thus, a YES for an instance (T; (P;6); k ′) means that the k(k − 1)=2 edge tasks
that are late only block k vertex tasks, and these correspond to a clique in G (see
Fig. 1).
Theorem 6. k-TASKS ON TIME is W [1]-hard.
Proof. Again, we transform from k-CLIQUE.
(G = (V; E); k)→ (T; (P;6); k ′) where k ′ = k(k + 1)=2:
We set up T and (P;6) as follows:
For each vertex v in V , T contains a task tv. For each edge e in E, T contains a task
se. The partial order relation constrains any edge task to be performed after the two
vertex tasks corresponding to its endpoints. Thus again we have a two-layered partial
order as shown below.
We set the deadline for vertex tasks to be k, and set the deadline for edge tasks
to be k(k + 1)=2. Therefore, we can only do at most k vertex tasks on time, then
k(k − 1)=2 edge tasks on time.
Thus, a YES for an instance (T; (P;6); k ′) means that the k(k − 1)=2 edge tasks
done on time fall below the k vertex tasks done on time, and these correspond to a
clique in G (see Fig. 2).
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4. Parametric complexity of bounded-width schedules to minimize tardy tasks
It is important to note that a given classical problem can be examined under many
di9erent parameterizations, some of which may lead to Fxed-parameter tractability, and
others to various levels of intractability. The two results above rely heavily on the O(n)
width of the constructed partial order. This leads to consideration of partial orders in
which the width is bounded, and treated as a parameter.
We now recast the problems using a new parameter (k; m), k6|T |, m=w(P). Under
this parameterization, we Fnd that both problems are Fxed-parameter tractable (FPT).
FPT algorithm design has a distinctive toolkit of positive techniques, including two
important elementary methods, “bounded search tree” and “reduction to problem ker-
nel”. The two algorithms given here illustrate these techniques.
4.1. FPT algorithm for k-LATE TASKS
We Frst compute w(P) and decompose (P;6) into a set of w(P)-many chains. We
can either Fx our choice of m, so that m=w(P), or abort if w(P) is outside the range
we wish to consider.
To compute w(P) and a decomposition of (P;6) requires the following:
Let T be the ground set of P. Form a bipartite graph K(P) whose vertex set consists
of two copies T ′ and T ′′ of T . In the graph, let (x′; y′′) be an edge i9 x¡y in P.
Then a maximum matching in K(P) corresponds uniquely to a minimum partition of
(P;6) into chains [1].
Any bipartite matching algorithm can be used to Fnd the optimum partition, the best
known algorithm being O(n2:5) [8].
Now let n= |T |. There are n tasks to schedule, and one of these has to go in the
nth position in the Fnal ordering. This must be some maximal element in the partial
order (P;6), since it cannot be an element that has a successor.
There are at most m maximal elements to choose from, so consider these. If there
is a maximal element with deadline ¿n then put it in the nth position. This will not
a9ect the rest of the schedule adversely, since no other element is forced into a later
position by this action. We now ask “Is there a schedule for the remaining n − 1
elements that has at most k late tasks?”.
If there is no maximal element with deadline ¿n then one of the maximal elements
in (P;6) has to go in the nth position and will be late, but which one should be cho-
sen? Delaying on particular chains may be necessary in obtaining an optimal schedule.
For example, in the W [1]-hardness result given in the last section, it is important to
leave the clique elements until last.
In this case, we begin to build a bounded search tree. Label the root of the tree with
∅. For each of the (at most m) maximal elements produce a child node, labelled with
a partial schedule having that element in the nth position, and ask “Is there a schedule
for the remaining n− 1 tasks that has at most k − 1 late tasks?”.
The resulting tree will have at most mk leaves. We branch only when forced to
schedule a late task, which can happen at most k times, and each time produce at
most m children.
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On each path from root to leaf at most O(mn) computations are done.
We can use an adjacency list representation of (P;6), with a separate inlist and
outlist for each element, containing respectively the elements covered by, and covering,
that element. Thus, a maximal element is one whose outlist is empty.
Each element is inserted into the schedule after considering at most m maximal
elements of the current partial order.
After scheduling a maximal element and removing it from (P;6), we can Fnd any
new maximal elements by looking at the inlist of the removed element and checking
for any element whose outlist is m, so this routine takes time O(m).
Thus, the running time of the algorithm is O(mk+1n+ n2:5).
4.2. FPT algorithm for k-TASKS ON TIME
As before, we Frst compute w(P) and decompose (P;6) into a set of w(P)-many
chains.
This time, we will reduce the input to a problem kernel. That is, we will Fnd a new,
equivalent, problem instance whose size is bounded by a function of the parameter.
We Frst run through each chain separately. For each element in a chain, we count
the number of its predecessors in all the chains and check whether this is less than its
deadline.
If we Fnd any chain with k elements that could be scheduled on time we are done.
We schedule this chain, along with all the necessary predecessors from other chains,
as an initial segment of the schedule.
Otherwise, there are at most mk elements that could possibly be on time in the Fnal
schedule. There are less than mmk ways to order these “possibly on-time” elements
relative to one another (some of these orderings may be incompatible with the original
constraints). Their order relative to others in the same chain is Fxed, so we have at
most m choices for the one that occurs Frst in the Fnal schedule, at most m choices
for the one that occurs second , and so on.
We can try out all the possible orderings, throwing in the necessary predecessors
along the way. If one of the orderings is successful, we report “yes”, otherwise “no”.
To check each ordering requires O(n) computations.
We again use the adjacency list representation of (P;6), described above.
We work backwards from each of the elements of the ordering in turn, scheduling the
predecessors of the Frst element, followed by the Frst element itself, then predecessors
of the second that do not lie below the Frst, and so on.
This can be done by recursively checking the inlists of each element and its pre-
decessors. No element of (P;6) will be considered more than once, since, if we
encounter an already-scheduled element, we can assume that all its predecessors have
been dealt with. If we Fnd an element of the ordering has already been scheduled
when we come to consider it, we can discard this particular ordering immediately, as
it must be incompatible with the original constraints.
The same approach can be used in the initial counting process, and in scheduling a
chain as an initial segment, if a suitable candidate is discovered.
Thus, the running time of the algorithm is O(mmkn+ n2:5).
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5. Conclusions
The results presented in this paper illustrate how parameterized complexity techniques
can be used to “map the boundary” between feasible and intractable parameterizations
of a given classical problem.
An algorithm designer faced with a “hard” problem should be tempted to look for
reasonable parameterizations of the problem in order to discover those for which some-
thing may be practically achievable. Restrictions to a problem that have no bearing from
the point of view of NP-completeness can have a strong a9ect on the problem com-
plexity when the problem is viewed as a parameterized problem. In our case restricting
the precedence relation to have bounded width makes the problems tractable.
For “dual” parameterizations such as those we present in Sections 3 and 4 it is
often the case that one is FPT while the other is W [1]-hard. Frequently, switching
from considering the “maximum number of bad things” to considering the “minimum
number of good things” can produce this signiFcant change in problem complexity in
the parameterized setting. The dual parameterizations that we present are two of only
a very few known exceptions where this rule of thumb does not apply.
It would be interesting to determine whether the dual parameterizations of Section 3
are, in fact, separated in the W -hierarchy.
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